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Abstract 

Whereas protein engineering of enzymes and structural proteins nowadays is an established research tool for 
studying structure-function relationships of polypeptides and for improving their properties, the engineering of 
posttranslationally modified peptides, such as the lantibiotics, is just coming of age. The engineering of lantibiotics 
is less straightforward than that of unmodified proteins, since expression systems should be developed not only for 
the structural genes but also for the genes encoding the biosynthetic enzymes, immunity protein and regulatory 
proteins. Moreover, correct posttranslational modification of specific residues could in many cases he a prerequisite 
for production and secretion of the active lantibiotic, which limits the number of successful mutations one can 
apply. This paper describes the development of expression systems for the structural lantibiotic genes for nisin 
A, nisin Z, gallidermin, epidermin and Pep5, and gives examples of recently produced site-directed mutants of 
these lantibiotics. Characterization of the mutants yielded valuable information on biosynthetic requirements for 
production. Moreover, regions in the lantibioties were identified that are of crucial importance for antimicrobial 
activity. Eventually, this knowledge will lead to the rational design of lantibiotics optimally suited for fighting 
specific undesirable microorganisms. The mutants are of additional value for studies directed towards the elucidation 
of the mode of action of lantibiotics. 

Introduction 

The cloning and sequencing of the first structural lan- 
tibiotic gene in 1988 (Schnell et al. 1988; Banerjee 
& Hansen 1988) and the very rapidly expanding num- 
ber of other lantibiotic gene sequences, has stimulated 
intensive research towards the organization of gene 
clusters and elucidation of the biosynthetic pathways 
of lantibiotics. Moreover, it enabled a protein engi- 
neering approach as a powerful tool to identify lan- 
tibiotic structural elements important for antimicro- 
bial activity and biosynthesis. In the First Internation- 

al Workshop on Lantibiotics in Bad Honnef in 1991, 
the development of expression systems for the nisin 
structural gene was reported and the preliminary char- 
acterization of the first mutants of nisin was described 
(Kuipers et al. 1991a). Three years later, at the Sec- 
ond International Workshop on Lantibioties in Am- 
hem, an enormous progress in the field of protein 
engineering of the lantibiotics nisin A and Z, galli- 
dermin, epidermin and Pep5 was demonstrated. The 
primary structures of these lantibiotics are depicted in 
Fig. 1. Two excellent reviews describe the structure, 
function, biosynthesis and mode of action of these 
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Fig. 1. Primary structures of nisin Z, Pep5 and epidermin. Nisin A is a natural variant of nisin Z containing a His residue at position 27. 
Gallidcrmin is a natural variant of cpidermin containing a Leu residue at position 6. 

and other lantibiotics (Jung, 1991; Sahl et al. 1995). 
In all afore-mentioned cases expression systems for 
the structural lantibiotic genes were developed, which 
will be briefly described in this overview, since the 
method chosen differs for each lantibiotic. Further- 
more, the production, purification and structural and 
functional characterization of a great number of pub- 
lished and unpublished mutants of nisin, gallidermin, 
epidermin and Pep5 will be described, revealing com- 
mon themes and differences between these lantibiotics. 
For instance, hinge regions appear to be present in each 
lantibiotic and seem to be of  importance for antimicro- 

bial activity, whereas introduction or removal of dehy- 
drated residues can either stimulate or reduce activity. 
One of the great attractions of protein engineering of 
lantibiotics is the possibility of introducing or remov- 
ing modified residues such as dehydroalanine, dehy- 
drobutyrine and (B-methyl)lanthionine, to study their 
function in lantibiotic biosynthesis and action. In this 
respect, lantibiotic engineering offers a great oppor- 
tunity to make use of the 'expanded' genetic code to 
generate more than the 19 other residues one can usu- 
ally consider for a given residue. In fact, more than one 
mutant lantibiotic can sometimes be obtained from a 



single point mutation, for instance because a certain 
residue will only be modified in a fraction of the pep- 
tide molecules. Eventually, these studies will open the 
way to the production of newly designed peptides with 
special properties, e.g. enhanced stability (lanthion- 
ine), redox-control (disulfides), presence of reactive 
groups (dehydroalanine), which might also find appli- 
cation outside the field of antimicrobial peptides. These 
and other examples will be discussed in the following 
sections. 

Development of expression systems for lantibiotic 
structural genes 

Lantibiotics are derived from precursor peptides 
encoded by structural genes and as such are amenable 
to protein engineering by changing the relevant DNA 
sequences. Hence, it is necessary to have the structural 
genes cloned on a suitable vector to enable mutagen- 
esis to be undertaken and to allow the variant gene to 
be delivered back to a host where it will be expressed. 
In addition, processing of the engineered precursor 
requires the expression of all the other genes involved 
in biosynthesis of the mature lantibiotic. Expression 
systems have been described for nisin, subtilin, epi- 
dermin and Pep5, which employ different strategies 
for production of the engineered lantibiotic molecule. 
Two main approaches have been used involving either 
complementation of a deficiency in the structural gene 
of the host strain or substitution of the wild-type gene 
by a mutated copy using the technique of gene replace- 
ment. 

Where plasmid complementation is to be employed 
it is desirable to first inactivate the structural gene 
encoding the prelantibiotic. This has been achieved 
in a nisin-producing Lactococcus strain by insertional 
inactivation of the nisA gene by the insertion sequence 
IS905 (Dodd et al. 1992, 1994). The chromosomal 
deficiency is overcome by providing the missing func- 
tion with a plasmid-encoded variant nisA gene. With 
this approach only the product of the variant nisA 
gene is subject to the processing specified by the oth- 
er nisin biosynthetic proteins. Hence, this strategy has 
the advantage of ensuring the exclusive production of 
the variant prenisin and allows an instant assessment 
to be made of the activity of the resultant mutant pep- 
tide (Dodd et al. 1992). In a similar host strain, the 
disruption of nisA was achieved by replacing the wild- 
type nisA gene on the lactococcal chromosome by the 
truncated AnisA gene using replacement recombina- 
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tion (Kuipers et al. 1993a). The same method was 
employed to introduce site-directed mutant genes in 
the chromosome. Complementation of the hosts defi- 
ciency in the AnisA strain can also be achieved by 
plasmid-encoded (mutant) nisA or nisZ genes (Kuipers 
et al. 1993a). 

An alternative approach to complementation has 
been successfully adopted by Kuipers et al. (1992) 
in which mutations are introduced into the plasmid- 
encoded structural gene of the closely related nisin Z 
(de Vos et al. 1993). The expression of these variant 
nisZ genes is achieved in a host strain producing nisin 
A, which can be separated from nisin Z and engineered 
variants by use of reversed-phase HPLC. In all these 
systems the structural gene is plasmid-encoded and its 
expression occurs independently of the other enzymes 
involved in nisin biosynthesis. The advantage of this 
system is that the sequences involved are more readily 
manipulated by a variety of molecular techniques. Cas- 
sette vectors have been developed in which the nisA 
gene is contained within small restriction fragments 
enabling mutations to be readily directed to specific 
parts of the nisin molecule (Dodd et al. 1995). In addi- 
tion, alternative expression signals can be included in 
these plasmid constructs as demonstrated by the use of 
the lactococcal promoter lacA in the expression ofnisZ 
variants (Kuipers et al. 1992) and nisA variants (Dodd 
et al. 1995). Furthermore, in the nisZ expression sys- 
tem the nisin yield has been shown to be increased 
3-fold under the control of the strong lacA promoter 
(Kuipers et al. 1992). 

Attempts to develop equivalent expression systems 
in other lantibiotic-producing bacteria have at first not 
proved successful when adopting a complementation 
approach (Liu and Hansen, 1992; Bierbaum et al. 
1994a). Problems may arise when the structural gene 
is expressed on a multicopy plasmid, because overpro- 
duction of the mature lantibiotic could result in higher 
antimicrobial activity than the hosts immunity system 
can cope with. This was the case with Bacillus subtilis 
strains expressing the presubtilin gene, spaS (Liu and 
Hansen, 1992) and aStaphylococcus epidermidis strain 
expressing the precursor Pep5 gene, pepA (Bierbaum 
et al. 1994a). To overcome these problems expression 
systems have been developed in these strains in which 
the structural gene for the prelantibiotic was expressed 
at its natural genomic location. In the case of subtilin 
this involved removing the wild type spaS gene, in the 
chromosome of Bacillus subtilis, and replacing it with 
a mutant copy by gene replacement. 
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The Pep5 biosynthesis genes are plasmid encod- 
ed in Staphylococcus epidermidis. However, the con- 
struction of an expression system for engineering this 
lantibiotic proved difficult when employing a multi- 
copy vector for the pepA gene, in combination with 
a low copynumber plasmid carrying the gene cluster 
with an inactivated pepA gene. To minimise this effect 
a low copy number vector was used for expression 
of the variant structural gene together with other Pep5 
biosynthesis genes (Bierbaum et al. 1994a). The vector 
used, pGB9, harbored a 4.8 kb fragment of pED503, 
containing the Pep5 biosynthetic genes pepPBC, but 
not an intact pepT, in which mutant pepl-pepA frag- 
ments were inserted. As an expression host Staphy- 
lococcus epidermidis Pep5-, a non Pep5-producing 
plasmid-free strain was employed. With this system 
several Pep5 mutants were produced (Bierbaum et al. 
1994a, Bierbaum et al. 1994b). 

An efficient expression system was also devel- 
oped for epidermin and gaUidermin structural genes 
(Ottenwiilder et al. 1994). Staphylococcus epidermidis 
Tii32981EMS6 (Augustin et al. 1992), an epiA mutant 
of the epidermin producer strain Staphylococcus epi- 
dermidis TiJ3298 showing an Epi- phenotype, was 
used to express natural and mutant gallidermin and epi- 
dermin species. The staphylococcal vector pT18 l mcs 
and the E. coli- Staphylococcus shuttle vector pCU1 
(Augustin et al. 1992) were used as expression vectors 
for natural and mutant gdmA and epiA genes. 

Moreover, gene replacement has been used to 
develop expression systems for engineered nisin in 
Lactococcus lactis (Kuipers et al. 1993a; Dodd et al. 
manuscript in preparation). Construction of a produc- 
tion strain involved the deletion of the entire nisA gene, 
together with the upstream nisin promoter as reported 
by Kuipers et al. (1993a). The resulting Nis- strain 
displayed immunity but only to significantly lower 
concentrations of nisin. In general, the production of 
an active nisin molecule can raise immunity to wild- 
type levels. Hence, the recovery of immunity could 
be used as a means of directly selecting strains that 
have acquired an intact nisA or variant nisA gene by 
gene replacement (Dodd et al. manuscript in prepa- 
ration), if at least these mutants are able to induce 
transcription of the biosynthetic and immunity genes. 
The mechanism of induction and the problems relat- 
ed to the induction capacity of mutant nisins has been 
described recently (Kuipers et al., 1995). The advan- 
tages of a gene replacement approach are that normal 
gene-dosage and regulatory responses are maintained 
and the need to maintain plasmid-encoded functions is 

removed. It also has the advantage of retaining the bal- 
ance between structural and biosynthetic genes. The 
future application of strains producing variant lantibi- 
otics, particularly in the food industry, would also 
benefit from systems where the genetic modification 
has been kept to a minimum. With the gene replace- 
ment systems described for nisin (Kuipers et al. 1993a; 
Dodd et al. manuscript in preparation) and subtilin (Liu 
and Hansen, 1992) the only alterations to the genome 
are the specific mutations introduced in the structural 
gene. 

Protein engineering of nisin 

The nisin mutants and their main properties present- 
ed by Kuipers et al. in the Second Workshop as 
well as those reported previously by the same group 
(Kuipers et al. 1991a, 1992), are listed in Table 1. 
All mutants were made by site-directed mutagenesis 
(Kuipers et al. 1991b), and purified to homogeneity by 
RP-HPLC. For all mutants, except mutant I1W, the pri- 
mary structure, including dehydrated residues and (/~- 
methyl)lanthionines, was confirmed by 2D IH-NMR 
analysis. 

The first engineered nisins reported were nisin Z 
species in which dehydrated residues (or their precur- 
sors Ser or Thr) were either introduced (M17Q/G18T 
and M 17Q/G18Dhb) or replaced (Dha5Dhb) (Kuipers 
et al. 1991a, Kuipers et al. 1992). In all cases a 2- to 
10-fold reduction in antimicrobial activity against three 
indicator strains was observed, except for M 17Q/G 18T 
nisin Z, which had twice the activity of wild-type nisin 
Z against Micmcoccusflavus, but not against Bacillus 
cereus and Streptococcus thermophilus, indicating that 
a change in specificity occurred in this mutant. Mutant 
DhaSDhb nisin Z was shown to possess a higher resis- 
tance against chemical degradation at low pH values 
than wild-type nisin Z (Rollema et ai. 1995). 

Recently, new nisin mutants were produced, which 
include I1W, T2S, S3T, K12P, T13C, M17W, N27K 
and H31K nisin Z, and N20P/M21P and AN20M21 
nisin A (Kuipers et al. 1994). Introduction of the bulky 
Trp residue at position 1 reduces the activity of nisin, 
hut not dramatically. This mutant will be useful for 
studying nisin-membrane interactions by fluorescence 
spectroscopy. Mutant T2S gave rise to a Dha residue at 
position 2 and interestingly this mutant nisin displayed 
a twofold higher antimicrobial activity against two tar- 
get organisms, e.g. Micrococcus flavus and Strepto- 
coccus thermophilus. In contrast, the S3T mutation led 



Table 1. Properties of engineered nisin species compared to properties of nisin A and nisin Z. 
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Mutation Gene Characteristic Physical properties Biological properties 

IlW 
IlW/Thr-2 
T2S 
S3T 
S5T 
KI2P 
T13C 
M 17Q/G 18Dhb 
M17Q/G18T 
M17W 
MI7K 
N20P/M21P 
A N20M21 
N27K 
H31K 

nisZ 

nisZ 

nisZ 

nisZ 

nisZ 

nisZ 

nisZ 

nisZ 

nisZ 

nisZ 

nisZ 

nisA 

nisA 

nisZ 

nisZ 

increased activity: > 120% 
similar activity 80-100% 
reduced activity 20-80% 
strongly redueedactivity < 10% 

fluorescent label not tested 
unmodified Thr-2 not tested 
Dhb to Dha not tested 
Ala-S-AIa to Abu-S-Ala not tested 
Dba to Dhb improved stability 
positive charge reduction not tested 
introduction of disulfide redaction possible 
introduction novel Dhb similar stability 
introduction unmodified Thr similar stability 
fluorescent label not tested 
iysine in ring 3 increased solubility 
altered flexibility hinge region not tested 
partial removal hinge region not tested 
extra positive charge improved solubility 
altered positive charge improved solubility 

similar activity 
reduced activity 
increased activity 
very low activity 
reduced activity 
similar activity 
reduced activity 
similar activity 
different spectrum 
reduced activity 
inactivated by trypsin 
reduced activity 
strongly reduced activity 
similar activity 
similar activity 

Activities were measured by determination of MIC values of purified mutant nisins against Micrococcusflavus, as has 
been described previously (Kuipers et ai, 1992). 

to a fl-methyllanthionine residue in ring 1, instead of 
the original lanthionine, and a dramatically decreased 
antimicrobial activity. Mutant K12P nisin Z showed 
similar antimicrobial properties as wild-type, indicat- 
ing that a positive charge in the first half of nisin is not 
essential for nisin action, although it could play a role 
in enhancing the solubility of nisin. A mutant in which 
Thr-13 was replaced by Cys gave rise to a nisin species 
with a disulfide bond between residues 13 and 19, 
significantly lowering the antimicrobial activity. Upon 
reduction of this disulfide bond by DI"I', almost com- 
plete loss of activity was observed. This indicates that 
the integrity of the third ring structure contributes to 
the antimicrobial activity, albeit that also the presence 
of two free sulfhydryl groups could have an adverse 
effect on activity. This notion was further supported by 
limited trypsinolysis of the slightly less active mutant 
M17K nisin Z. After opening of the third ring by spe- 
cific cleavage behind Lys-17 the mutant lost almost all 
antimicrobial activity. Mutant M17W nisin Z was pro- 
duced with the purpose of studying the binding affinity 
of nisin to lipid-water interfaces using Trp as a fluores- 
cent probe. Preliminary results indicate that this nisin 
is less active than wild-type nisin, but that it can effi- 

ciently bind to micelles of n-dodecylphosphocholine 
(DPC) and to small unilamellar vesicles composed of 
different zwitterionic and negatively charged phospho- 
lipids (GaUay & Kuipers, unpublished results). The 
two mutations at positions 20 and 21 were made to 
restrict the mobility of the flexible hinge region (Van 
de Ven et al. 1991) between rings 3 and 4. Preliminary 
characterization showed that the two prolines indeed 
reduced the activity of nisin, while a deletion of the 
two residues lowered the antimicrobial activity more 
severely. A possible explanation for the latter phe- 
nomenon is that rings 4 and 5 are in another orientation 
relative to the first half of nisin, thereby destroying the 
amphipathic nature of the peptide. Two mutants were 
made with the objective of increasing solubility at neu- 
tral and higher pH, i.e. N27K and H31K. Both mutants 
indeed showed a 4- to 8-fold higher solubility at pH 
7, which can be important when nisin is being applied 
at this pH in the presence of high salt concentrations 
(Rollema et al. 1995). Moreover, mutants were pro- 
duced by random mutagenesis (Spee et al. 1993) and 
include L16P, M17V, M21L, T25A and I30T. These 
mutant nisins await further detailed characterization, 
but preliminary results indicate that mutants L16P, 
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Table 2. Activities in supernatants of mutant nisin A pro- 
ducing strains and immunity levels of producing strains 

(mutant) nisin A activity immunity 
(% of wild-type) (tzg/ml) 

nisin A (MGI616) 100 >20 

using complementing plasmids in strain F17332 
H27Q 25 >2O 
H27Q, H321 50 >20 
H27Q, T23S < 1 >20 
S5A 25 >20 
$33A 10 >20 
S5A, $33A < 1 >20 

using gene replacement in FI7990 
S5A 100 >20 
$33A 150 >20 
S5A, $33A 100 >20 
H27W < 1 2-5 
S5A, H27W 10 >20 
H27K 100 >20 
H31K 25 >20 
H27K, H31K 10 > 20 
KI2L 10 10 
130W < 1 2-5 

Activities were determined by agar-diffusion assays. 

M17V, M21L and I30T are produced, secreted and 
active (Kuipers et al. unpublished results). 

Mutations were also generated in the leader peptide 
to investigate the function of various residues (van der 
Meer et al. 1994). These mutations were made either in 
the most conserved region (consensus FNLDV at posi- 
tions -18 to -14), or near the processing site (residues 
-4, -2 and -1) or in non-conserved residues. Mutations 
in the consensus sequence strongly affected either nisin 
biosynthesis or export, but mutations in non-conserved 
residues did not. Mutations near the processing site 
(residues -4 and -1, but not residue -2) did not affect 
nisin biosynthesis or export, but they inhibited pro- 
cessing by the leader peptidase NisP (van der Meer et 
al. 1993; Siezen et al. 1995), resulting in the secre- 
tion of a fully modified, inactive precursor nisin. A 
mutant in which the whole leader peptide of nisin was 
exchanged by the leader peptide of subtilin (a related 
lantibiotic from Bacillus subtilis), was also fully mod- 
ified and secreted as a precursor nisin, indicating that 
the 43% of non-identical residues in the two leader 
peptides are not crucial for nisin biosynthesis (Kuipers 
et al. 1993b). 

Another major contribution to the protein engi- 
neering of nisin was also presented during the Second 
Workshop (Horn et al. 1994). These authors used both 
complementation systems as well as gene replacement 
for the expression of nisA mutants. Interestingly, the 
levels of production of several of the mutants was quite 
different depending on the system used (Table 2). Gen- 
erally, better results were obtained by gene replacement 
than by complementation. The reason for this phe- 
nomenon remains unclear, although it is likely that the 
uncoupling of transcription of the structural nisA gene 
from that of the downstream genes might have a nega- 
tive effect on biosynthetic gene expression and hence 
the production level. It is also interesting to note that 
introduction of bulky Trp residues in the C-terminal 
part of the peptide (H27W and I30W) both severely 
reduce nisin activity. It remains to be seen if this is 
caused by a decrease in production level (hampered 
biosynthesis or secretion) or by a decrease in specif- 
ic activity. Immunity levels of most mutant-producing 
strains were normal, although exceptions were found 
when gene replacement was used for expression. A 
good explanation for this phenomenon might be that 
the mutant nisins show a lower response in the NisRK 
mediated autoinduction pathway (Kuipers et al, 1995) 
of the transcription of the downstream genes, thus low- 
ering expression of genes involved in providing immu- 
nity, such as nisl and nisFEG (see also chapter on lan- 
tibiotic biosynthesis of Entian & de Vos in this issue). 
Finally, it can be concluded that both Dha residues 
in nisin are not essential for activity, since replace- 
ment of Dha-5 and Dha-33 by Ala, still yields similar 
activity as produced by the wild-type strain (Table 2). 
As has been reported for subtilin the former mutation 
Dha-5-Ala eliminates nisin activity against outgrowing 
spores. This suggests that this activity against spores 
and the activity against vegetative cells involve distinct 
structural features of the nisin molecule. 

Protein engineering of Pep5 

By expressing the native pepA gene using the expres- 
sion system mentioned earlier it became evident that 
two species of Pep5 were produced, one of which 
turned out to be fully matured Pep5 and the other one a 
Pep5 molecule that had a molecular mass that was 18 
Da higher than that of Pep5. Further analysis revealed 
that this species had an additional serine residue and 
that probably ring A had not been formed. This species 
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had a considerably lower activity than wild-type Pep5 
(Bierbaum et al. 1994b). 

An interesting mutant in the hinge region of Pep5 
was produced, i.e. K18P, which had a dramatically 
decreased activity against Staphylococcus simulans 22 
(Bierbaum et al. 1994a). A change of the Phe residue 
at position 23, which is located just in front of the sec- 
ond ring of Pep5, into an Asp residue totally prevented 
the secretion of this mutant peptide, although intracel- 
lular accumulation of this peptide could be observed. 
Probably posttranslational modification reactions are 
hampered at a certain stage by the introduction of the 
Asp residue (Bierbaum et ai. 1994a). 

Two mutants in which the Dhb residues were 
replaced by Ala residues (Dhbl6A and Dhb20A) 
showed considerably lower antimicrobial activities 
than wild-type Pep5 (Bierbaum et al. 1994b). The rea- 
son for this drastic decrease is currently under inves- 
tigation. It seems possible that the mutations have an 
effect on the conformation or the flexibility of this 
middle region, or that the dehydrated residues play a 
direct role in the mechanism of antimicrobial action. 
Other mutants that were recently generated include 
the replacement of cysteine residues in the primary 
sequence to prevent ring formation. The mutant C33A 
was overproduced, although the main peptide produced 
consisted of only the amino acids 1-29, probably gen- 
erated by proteolytic degradation behind position 29 
(Bierbaum et al. 1994b). One can speculate that one 
of the functions of the third ring is to protect the pep- 
tide against this proteolytic degradation. The B ring 
of this peptide was shown to be present. This 1-29 
mutant peptide had a lower antimicrobial activity than 
wild-type Pep5. The second cysteine mutant that was 
constructed, C27A Pep5, was produced as a mixture 
containing correctly and partially modified peptide as 
well as a degradation product (1-22 Pep5). The incor- 
rectly modified peptide was devoid offing C in addition 
to the expected lack offing B, which indicates that for- 
mation offing C is hampered in the absence offing B. 
All these peptides displayed only a low antimicrobial 
activity. Another mutant was generated by replacement 
of the Ala-19 residue by a Cys. This residue could be 
involved in formation of a ring structure, which is cur- 
rently under investigation (Bierbaum et al. 1994b). 

Protein engineering of epidermin and 
gallidermin 

Gallidermin and epidermin are highly homologous lan- 
tibiotics, which are ribosomally synthesized by Staphy- 
lococcus gallinarum Tf~3928 and Staphylococcus epi- 
dermidis Tii3298, respectively. The results obtained by 
a study of mutants generated by ethyl-methyl-sulfonate 
(EMS) treatment of the epidermin producer strain S. 
epidermidis Tfi3298 indicated that formation offing A 
and B is important for completion of epidermin biosyn- 
thesis and epidermin production (Augustin et ai. 1992). 
Two epidermin EMS-mutants, i.e. S3N and G10E 
could not be produced, probably because the muta- 
tions prevented correct formation of ring A and ring 
B, respectively. In order to analyze whether the inter- 
twined rings C and D are also important for epidermin 
biosynthesis, production and activity, several amino 
acid alterations within the C-terminal part of the epi- 
dermin precursor peptide were introduced. Almost all 
C-terminal alterations of pre-epidermin, which affect- 
ed thioether bridge formation at ring C or D, such as the 
deletion of the last two cysteine residues as well as the 
change of the Ser-19 residue into an Ala-19 residue, 
resulted in the complete loss of epidermin production 
(Table 3). These results strongly indicate that formation 
of all thioether amino acids is important for completion 
of epidermin biosynthesis and secretion. 

The only C-terminal alteration of the precursor 
molecule which led to the formation of a secreted, 
antimicrobial active peptide was the S19T epidermin 
mutant. Ion-spray mass determination of this puri- 
fied compound, revealed a molecular mass of 2178 
Da which is in good agreement to the molecular mass 
expected for an epidermin derivative containing a Dhb- 
19 and an oxidative decarboxylated Cys-22 residue. 
Thioether bridging, i.e. formation of a C-terminal 2- 
aminovinyl-methylcysteine residue instead of the orig- 
inally occurring 2-aminovinyl-cysteine residue, has 
still to be confirmed. However, epidermin S19T was 
only produced in trace amounts (0.4% of the produc- 
tion of gallidermin). This result may indicate that this 
mutant peptide is not efficiently recognized by the 
modification and/or secretion system. 

A variety of gallidermin analogs have been engi- 
neered, which displayed quite interesting modulations 
of their antimicrobial activity against M. luteus and A. 
cristallopoietes (Table 3). With the exception of the 
T14S substitution, all of the newly introduced amino 
acid replacements showed complete modification. The 
T14S substitution in the gallidermin precursor peptide 
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Table 3. Mutant lantibiotics produced by Staphylococcus epi- 
dermidis TU32981EMS6 as host 

Lantibiotie molecular mass antimicrobial activity (%) 

M. luteus A. cristaUopoites 

gallidermin 

wild-type 
TI4S 

T14Dha 
TI4A 

T14P 

L6V 
L6G 
epidermin 
S19A 
SI9T 

AC21/C22 

2164 100 100 

2168 50 50 
2150 100 100 

2152 100 25 

2178 3 6 

2150 200 100 

2108 50 13 

not produced 

2178 

(trace amounts) 
not produced 

n.d. n.d. 

n.d.: not determined. 
Determination of antimicrobial activity was performed with a 
microdilution assay (Ottenwalder, 1994). 

resulted in simultaneous production of a dehydrated 
(gaUidermin Dhbl4Dha, approx. 50%) and an unmod- 
ified derivative (gallidermin Dhbl4S, approx. 50%). 
Incomplete dehydration has also been reported for a 
nisin mutant, in which the Thr at position 18 was not 
modified to dehydrobutyrine in 20% of the molecules 
(Kuipers et al. 1992) and Pep5 (Bierbaum et al. 1994a). 
The different gallidermin derivatives at position 14 dis- 
played quite interesting differences with respect to their 
biological properties. Only gall idermin Dhb 14Dha dis- 
played a comparable antimicrobial activity to gallider- 
min against both indicator strains tested. Antimicro- 
bial activity of the other derivatives at position 14, 
such as gaUidermin Dhb 14S, gallidermin Dhb 14A and 
especially gallidermin Dhbl4P was reduced (Table 3). 
This phenomenon might indicate that conformation- 
al changes in the middle region (Freund et al. 1991), 
such as an increase in peptide backbone flexibility or 
the introduction of a Pro-induced bend, are critical fac- 
tors for antimicrobial activity. Since only gallidermin 
Dhbl4Dha displayed comparable antimicrobial activ- 
ities to gallidermin, this dehydroamino acid residue 
appears to be important for maintaining a special struc- 
ture which is required for the pore forming activity. 
Interestingly, mutant Dhbl4P appeared less sensitive 
to the action of trypsin, which shows that reducing 
susceptibility against proteases is feasible by protein 
engineering. Several other amino acid residues are 

also crucial for antimicrobial activity. The differences 
in activity of epidermin (Ile-6), gallidermin (Leu-6) 
and the L6V and L6G derivatives of gallidermin clear- 
ly indicate that the residue at this position plays an 
important role in the antimicrobial activity of gallider- 
min/epidermin as well. L6V gallidermin, for instance, 
was twice as active as gallidermin at least against 
M. luteus, whereas L6G gallidermin was less active 
(Table 3). Different susceptibilities of indicator strains 
might be caused by differences in membrane phospho- 
lipid composition, differences in cell wall composition 
or differences in membrane potentials, 

Discussion and perspectives 

More than 40 mutants of lantibiotics have already been 
generated and characterized. Although almost every 
mutation has resulted in a decreased antimicrobial 
activity and only a few (T2S nisin Z, M 17Q/G 18T nisin 
Z; L6V gallidermin) show increased activity against 
some target strains, these studies have provided a 
wealth of information on fundamental aspects of lan- 
tibiotic biosynthesis, secretion and processing. Muta- 
tions in non-standard residues have been produced, 
thereby expanding the possibilities of protein engineer- 
ing. Mutant nisins with enhanced solubility (H27K and 
H31K nisin Z) have been obtained as well as more sta- 
ble ones (Dha5Dhb nisin Z) (Rollema et al. 1995) and 
the proteolytically less sensitive Dhb 14P mutant of gal- 
lidermin. Moreover, information on the importance of 
certain characteristics of specific residues for activity 
has been gained, such as the importance of the flex- 
ibility of the hinge region for activity, which seems 
to be a general phenomenon in type A lantibiotics. 
Engineering of residues involved in ring formation is 
risky, since most attempts to produce these species have 
failed sofar (e.g. $23A nisin A, S 19A epidermin). What 
lacks at the moment is a detailed insight in the molec- 
ular interactions governing the action of lantibiotics. 
Especially the characterization of membranes of target 
organisms in relation to mutant-lantibiotic sensitivity 
is an urgent requirement for optimization of the action 
of the different lantibiotics. Another problem is related 
to the limited knowledge about the molecular mech- 
anism underlying immunity: several mutant peptides 
might be lethal to the producing organism. Develop- 
ment of an in vitro modification system could provide 
a solution for this problem. Another alternative to cir- 
cumvent the problem of reduced immunity to mutant 
lantibiotics would be to express the mutants with an 
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additional mutation at residue -4 or -1, in which case 
the mutant will be secreted as an inactive precursor 
protein that can be processed in vitro with a suitable 
protease, as has been shown for nisin Z precursors (van 
der Meer et al. 1993; Kuipers et al. 1993b). 

Random mutagenesis also seems a powerful 
approach for generating lantibiotics with desired prop- 
erties, provided that an adequate and sensitive phe- 
notypic screening method is available. More futuris- 
tic goals to be reached are the development of newly 
designed peptides with posttranslational modifications 
for pharmaceutical use, the use of lantibiotics as vehi- 
cles for the secretion of other (non-lantibiotic) pep- 
tides, and combining functional domains of different 
lantibiotics into one peptide to change the antimicro- 
bial spectrum. 
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